
ECSE 304-305B Assignment 5 Winter 2007

Return by noon, 15th February

Question 5.1 (SG p 174)

(i) Show that Σ∞k=1kρk = ρ

(1−ρ)2
, 0 < ρ < 1

(ii) A couple decides to continue having children until they have one of each sex. Assume

the events of having a boy or a girl at different births are independent, and at any birth it is

equiprobable that they have a girl or a boy. How many children should this couple expect?

Question 5.2 (SG p 182)

What are the expected number, the variance and the standard deviation ( = the square root

of the variance) of the number of spades in a poker hand? (A poker hand is a set of five

cards that are randomly selected (i.e. the EPP applies) from an ordinary deck of 52 cards.)

Give your answer to three decimal places.

Question 5.3

Let X be a continuous random variable (i.e. a not a discrete random random variable, hence

it takes an uncountable set of values) whose probability distribution function has the density

f(x) = 6x(1 − x), 0 < x < 1. (1)

What is the probability that X takes a value within two standard deviations of the mean?

(That is to say, what is the probability that X is less than or equal to the mean plus two

standard deviations but greater than or equal to the mean minus two standard deviations?)
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Question 5.4

Each of an i.i.d. sequence of random variables X = {Xn; n ∈ Z1}, where Z1 = {1, 2, . . .},

has the probability density (2π9)−1/2exp(−x2

18
+ x

3
− 1

2
), x ∈ IR.

(i) Find the mean µ = EXn, and the variance σ2 of Xn; n ∈ Z1. (Hint: it is not necessary to

use integration, just use the standard form of the Gaussian density.)

(ii) Use Chebychev’s inequality to find an upper bound on the probability that any one of

these random variables takes a value greater than or equal to 3 units away from its mean.
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